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Abstrat This paper onsiders the problem of ooperation in supply net-

works. The model is based on distribution network, whih inludes several

manufatures, single distributor and multi retailers, operated and ompeted

in onsumer markets that are funtioning aording to the Cournot model

with the linear demand. All partiipants in a hain are trying to maximize

their pro�t. A multi-stage hierarhi game was arried out. At the �rst step,

we onstrut the ompetitive solution for suh supply network as the per-

fet Nash equilibrium in the multi-step hierarhial game in the losed form.

At the seond step, we onstrut the ooperative solution for the network,

where winnings of all partiipants in the found perfet Nash equilibrium are

onsidered as the status quo point. Cooperative deision we alulate in the

form of the weighted Nash bargaining solution, whih omes down to the

solution of a separable nonlinear programming problem. Numerial exam-

ple for the network shows that ooperative deision is more pro�table than

ompetitive deision for all partiipants.

Keywords: distribution network, ompetitive and ooperative deisions,

multi-stage hierarhial game, perfet Nash equilibrium, weighted Nash bar-

gaining solution

1. Introdution

In the last several years, the evolution of supply hain management reognized that

a business proess onsists of several deentralized �rms and operational deisions of

these di�erent entities in�uene eah other's pro�t, and thus the pro�t of the whole

supply hain. With this understanding ame a great deal of interest in modeling and

understanding the impat of strategi operational deisions of the various players

in supply hains. To e�etively model and analyze deision making in suh multi-

person situation where the outome depends on the hoie made by every party,

game theory is a natural hoie. Researhers in supply hain management now use

tools from game theory and eonomis to understand, predit, and help managers

to make strategi operational deisions in omplex multiagent supply hain systems

(Nagarajan and Sosi, 2006).

This paper onsiders the problem of ooperation in distribution network, whih

inludes several manufatures, single distributor and multi retailers, operated and

ompeted in onsumer markets that are funtioning aording to the Cournot model

with the linear demand. Two types of behavior were onsidered in the researh. As

the ompetitive behavior in this paper we reognize the perfet Nash equilibrium
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solution, and as the ooperative behavior � the weighted Nash bargaining solution.

At the �rst step, we onstrut the ompetitive solution for suh supply network

as the perfet Nash equilibrium in the multi-step hierarhial game in losed form.

At the seond step, we onstrut the ooperative solution for the network, where

winnings of all partiipants in the found perfet Nash equilibrium are onsidered as

a point of the status quo. As ooperative deision we alulate the weighted Nash

bargaining solution, whih omes down to the solution of a separable nonlinear

programming problem with onave payo� funtion, whih has a unique solution.

This study an be divided into two main logial parts. The �rst one provides

theoretial results; the seond one presents the omputational results of the ase of

Russian distribution network. The researh organized as follows: theoretial bak-

ground in ooperative games in supply hain management. The next two parts are

devoted to desription and formulation of the problem and �nding equilibrium and

ooperative solutions. Further, the ase of Russian distribution network is onsid-

ered. The next part provides omparative analysis of the results. Conlusion and

limitations of the study and diretions for future researh are presented in the �nal

part.

2. Theoretial bakground

Supply hains (SC) have been haraterized as organizational networks that are

linked through upstream and downstream proesses and ativities that produe

value in the form of produts and servies delivered to the hands of the ultimate

ustomer (Christopher, 1998). Chopra & Meindl de�ned the term of supply hain

management as follow: supply hain management involves the management of �ows

between and among stages in a supply hain to maximize total pro�tability (Chopra

and Meindl, 2001). Hand�eld and Nihols (1999) de�ned supply hain manage-

ment as the integration of ativities through improved supply hain relationships,

to ahieve a sustainable ompetitive advantage. As an be seen from the above def-

initions, all of them have more or less in ommon that supply hains are based on

ooperation in order to generate a bene�t. Some authors laim that, in the future,

ompetition will take plae between supply hains rather than between individual

ompanies.

Supply hains have nowadays more and more omplex strutures, and may in-

volve partners from di�erent domains, size, ountries, therefore of di�erent ultures.

In that ontext, the performane of the partnership an be assessed through teh-

nial riteria (Ounnar et al., 2007), but is also onerned with behavioral issues

(M�ollering, 2003). Aording to Sepulveda Rojas and Frein (2008), ooperation is

the following level of the relationship: ompanies are more tightly tied together, shar-

ing more information than they would even in an extended armlength relationship.

In ase of ooperation, there are fewer suppliers and longer-term supplier�ustomer

relationships. Cooperation is therefore an upper level of relationship, determined by

the degree of information sharing.

Many researhers have taken multiple perspetives and have developed many

theories to understand the ativities involved in inter-organizational ooperation.

Sine the emergene of international ooperation and the development of vertial

disintegration, managers have paid more attention to inter-�rm spanning ativi-

ties than to the optimization of interior proesses (Buhman et al., 2005; Chen and

Paulraj, 2004). The ommon objetive of aademis and pratitioners is to deter-
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mine how a �rm an ahieve a sustainable ompetitive advantage. As a onept for

oordinating information and material between ompanies, supply hain manage-

ment has a signi�ant potential in reating ompetitive advantage for the ompanies

involved. The great potential of supply hain management for ompetitiveness has

often been mentioned in the literature (Chopra & Meindl, 2001). The main advan-

tages that an be derived from hoosing the right supply hain are an improvement

in e�ieny, e.g. due to high turns of inventory, or an inrease in market respon-

siveness, e.g. by shorter lead time (Fisher, 1997). Another important bene�t is to

�ght ooperatively against a phenomenon ommonly referred to as the �bullwhip�

e�et whih was �rst observed by logisti exeutives at P&G onerning disposable

diapers (Lee et al., 1997; Forrester, 1958). By ooperation aross the partiipants

of supply hain, the bullwhip e�et an be mitigated. In that sense, supply hain

management is urrently a major issue within the aademi disussion.

In order to generate advantages, ontrats for vertial ooperation are estab-

lished within supply hains. Cooperative interations in a supply hain have been

omprehensively researhed in the past. Cahon and Larivier (2005) investigated

several types of supply hain ontrats to promote ooperation between a manu-

faturer and a retailer. Li et al. (2000), Huang and Li (2001), and Zhang et al.

(2012) disussed ooperative advertising models in a manufaturer-retailer supply

hain and investigated the e�et of ooperation on investment e�ort levels. Leng

and Parlar (2009) analyzed how the ooperative e�et would in�uene ost savings

from a supply hain with a manufaturer, a distributor and a retailer. The above

studies aim at the issues of ooperation in forward supply hains. Even though it

has been widely disussed in the aademi literature, there is still a lak of applied

rational methodologies analyzing supply hain management.

There is a shortage of researh in ooperative models in supply hains. Oper-

ational researh models are mathematial instruments to solve deision problems.

Most of them deal with one deision maker situations. However, in real world, it

is very ommon that the result of deisions depends also on other deision makers'

hoies, i.e. in the real world many deision situations are interative. Operations

management foused on single-�rm analysis in the past. Its goal was to provide

managers with suitable tools to improve the performane of their �rms. Nowadays,

business deisions are dominated by the globalization of markets and should on-

sider the inreasing ompetition among �rms. Further, more and more produts

reah the ustomer through supply hains that are omposed of independent �rms.

Following these trends, researh in supply hain has shifted its fous from single-

�rm analysis to multi-�rm analysis, in partiular to improving the e�ieny and

performane of supply hains under deentralized ontrol. The main harateristis

of suh hains are that the �rms in the hain are independent ators who try to

optimize their individual objetives, and that the deisions taken by a �rm do also

a�et the performane of the other parties in the supply hain. These interations

among �rms' deisions ask for alignment and oordination of ations and, therefore,

game theory is very well suited to deal with these interations.

There is an inreasing number of douments that apply tools, tehniques, and

models from game theory to supply hain problems. The authors disuss both non-

ooperative and ooperative game theory in stati and dynami settings. Addition-

ally, Cahon (1998) reviewed ompetitive supply hain inventory management, and

Cahon (2003) reviewed and extends the supply hain literature on the manage-
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ment of inentive on�its with ontrats. Papers using ooperative game theory

to study supply hain management are sare, but the use of ooperative games in

this ontext is beoming more popular. Nagarajan and Sosi (2008) reviewed and

extended the problem of bargaining and negotiations in supply hain relationships.

A very reent survey on appliations of ooperative game theory to supply hain

management, the so-alled supply hain ollaboration, is Mea and Timmer (2008).

Thus, one hallenging �eld within operations researh is that of game theoretial

models in operations researh.

Game theoreti models of supply hains an be lassi�ed into non-ooperative

(Cahon and Netessine, 2004) or ooperative (Slikker and Nouweland, 2001; Na-

garajan and Sosi, 2008). The ooperative game studies intrahain relationships,

whih have three issues: what oalitions will form; how the outome be divided; and

whether the outomes are stable and robust (Nagarajan and Sosi, 2008). Cooper-

ative games may further be lassi�ed into oalitional form, alliane and negotiation

game theoreti models. The oalitional form game assumes that there is a de�ned

set of players, a ombination of whih form a oalition. The members in the oali-

tion olletively generate a value that is independent from non-members or other

oalitions. The feasible outomes represent the total set of all possible outomes

that players may realize. Players may selet their respetive oalition from the set

of feasible outomes suh that eah player's respetive payo� is maximized (Xue,

1998). However, there is a dynami proess of oalition formation. One a player

joins a oalition, he may join or form an alternative oalition with a higher payo�.

This deviation proess ontinues until a stable equilibrium is reahed (Konishi and

Ray, 2003). Alternatively, members may initially deide on and suessfully form

a oalition and subsequently negotiate alloation rules with hain members. These

are alliane models. In one-ehelon horizontal allianes, Gerhak and Gupta (1991)

studied the ost alloation for entralized inventory between horizontal retailers,

while Hartman and Dror (1996) studied entralized inventory between stores. Mea

et al. (2004) studied a single inventory model with n retailers to develop a propor-

tional rule to alloate joint-ordering osts. Plambek and Taylor (2004) studied a

two-ehelon supply hain where a manufaturer negotiates and e�iently alloates

its apaity among n buyers. Leng and Parlar (2009) analyzed the alloation of

ost savings from sharing demand information in a three-ehelon supply hain that

inludes a supplier, manufature and retailer. Besides negotiating alloation rules,

players in a suessful oalition may negotiate the terms of trade, alled negotiation

models.

In this paper, we spei�ally investigate the problem of ooperation in distribu-

tion network. We onstruted the perfet Nash equilibrium solution as a ompetitive

behavior. Using the obtained solution as a point of the status quo, we onstruted

the weighted Nash bargaining solution as a ooperative solution in distribution

network.

3. Desription and formulation of the problem

Let us look at the tree-like graph G1 = (X1, F1) where X1 is a set of nodes and F1

is a funtion of alternatives (Petrosyan et al., 2014). The root node of this tree an

be named as x∗. Also let us look at the graph G2 = (X2, F2) suh that:

1. There is unique node x∗ ∈ X2 suh that F2 (x
∗) = ∅;
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2. For all x ∈ X2\x∗ : |F2 (x)| = 1, where |F2 (x)| means a ardinality of the set

F2(x).

The example of suh a graph with the root node x∗= x11 is depited on the

Fig.1.

Fig. 1. The graph with the root node x∗ = x11 .

Soure: Authors' own

Consider the graph G = (X,F ), where

X = X1 ∪X2;

F =

{
F1 (x) , x ∈ X1\x∗;
F2 (x) , elsewhere.

We will say that the graph G has an hourglasses struture. The example of suh a

graph is depited below (Fig. 2).

In the set of nodesX let us de�ne the setX of �nal nodes:X = {x ∈ X | F (x) =
∅}. Then in the set of nodes X\X we de�ne the sets of X1, . . . , Xl in the following

way:

X1 = {x | ∄y ∈ X : F (y) = x}; (1)

Xk+1 =
⋃

x∈Xk

(F (x) \X), if

⋃

x∈Xk

(F (x) \X) 6= ∅, k = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1;

Xl = X.

De�nition 1. Subset of nodes Xi ⊂ X, i = 1, . . . , l will be named as the set of

nodes of the level i.

We will denote the nodes x from the set X as xij , where the upper index is equal

to the number of the level Xi this node is situated and the lower index to the order

number of this node in the set Xi. Also by mi we will understand the number of

the nodes of the level i, i.e. mi = |Xi|.
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Fig. 2. The example of an hourglasses supply hain.

Soure: Authors' own

De�nition 2. We will say that the deomposition X1, . . . , Xl of the set X , whih

was de�ned under the rule (1), is de�ning the supply hain with the hourglasses

struture.

De�nition 3. The setor of the node xij ∈ X\Xl is the set of nodes F (x
i
j).

The set Sij is the set of paired indexes of these nodes that are in the setor of

the node xij : S
i
j = {(k, h) | xkh ∈ F (xij)}.

Assume that every node xij , i = 1, . . . , l, j = 1, . . . ,mi of a supply hain on-

sists of a �nite set of elements {xijk}
nij

k=1
for whih the set of numbers is de�ned

{vijk}nij

k=1, vijk ≥ 0, where nij is a number of elements. This set of elements is

a group of ompetitive �rms that are produing and onsuming the homogeneous

produt as well as having the di�erent prodution osts (the prodution power is

meant to be unrestrited). For eah �rm xijk let us de�ne the variable qijk ≥ 0
that is haraterizing the prodution quantity of this �rm as well as the integrated

quantity of the homogeneous produt that was produed by all �rms {xijk}
nij

k=1
in

the node xij let us all Qij =
∑nij

k=1 qijk.
Then for the setor of eah node in a supply hain, the following ondition is

onsidered to be ful�lled:

Qij =

nij∑

k=1

qijk =
∑

(r,h)∈Si
j

Qrh =
∑

(r,h)∈Si
j

nrh∑

t=1

qrht. (2)

That means that there is no de�it or surplus of prodution in the supply hain.

For eah node xij ∈ X let us work in the variable pij that is equivalent the pries
aording to that �rm are selling the unit of the produed good. It is onsidered
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that for the every of the �nal nodes xlj ∈ Xl there is the following linear demand

funtion presribed

plj = alj − bljQlj , (3)

where alj > 0, blj > 0 are known parameters.

De�nition 4. The set ({qijk}i,j,k, {pij}i,j) is de�ning the ommodity �ow d in the
supply hain.

De�nition 5. A �ow d will be named feasible if the onditions (2) are satis�ed and
plj > 0, Qlj > 0, j = 1, . . . ,ml.

Let the set D is the set of all feasible �ows in a supply hain. For eah �rm let

us de�ne the pro�t funtion as the following:

πijk =





q1jk (p1j − v1jk) , if i = 1;
qljk (alj − bljQlj − prh − vljk) , if i = l;
qijk (pij − prh − vijk) , elsewhere;

where prh : xij ∈ Srh.
We arrange the set of nodesX of a supply hain: in the �rst plaes is a root nodes,

then the nodes of the seond level, then the third level, fourth level and up to the �-

nal inlusively, i.e. we will reeive the arranged system {x11, x12, . . . , x21, x22, . . . , xlml
}.

This arranged set of all nodes (let us denote it with N) of supply hain we will on-

sider as the set of players. The set Uij = {uij} the strategy of the player xij will be
onsidered as the set of all the possible vetors uij ∈ D, where:

uij =

[(
qij1, . . . , qijnij

, pij
)
∈ D, xij ∈ N, i = 1, . . . , l − 1, j = 1, . . . , mij(

qlj1, . . . , qljnlj

)
∈ D, xlj ∈ N, j = 1, . . . , mij .

(4)

We assume that eah of the supply hains partiipants is ating independently from

eah other and exlusively in favor of his own interests. Suh model and orrespond-

ing solution will be named deentralized.

De�nition 6. The feasible �ow d∗ will be alled optimal if it is ful�lled:

πijk (d
∗) ≥ πijk

(
dij
)
for all i, j, k,

where dij is the �ow that was reated by the deviation of the strategy uij of the
player xij .

In the terms of game theory, the optimal solution is equal to Nash

equilibrium in a multi-step hierarhial game with the omplete information

Γ =
〈
N, {Uij}i,j , {πijk}i,j,k

〉
on the graph G.

4. Behavior models in distribution network

In this setion, theoretial statements of problems for ompetitive and ooperative

solutions are formulated. As a model of ompetitive behavior we onsider the per-

fet Nash equilibrium solution, as a model of ooperative behavior we onsider the

weighted Nash bargaining solution.
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4.1. Nash equilibrium in a multilevel deentralized model

The searh for an optimal solution will be arried out with onsideration of the �nal

nodes. Let us analyze the revenue funtion of the �rm k from the node xlj :

πljk = qljk (plj − pit − vljk) , pit : (l, j) ∈ Sit . (5)

Let us substitute in the revenue formula (5) the formula for the variable pij ,
using the equation (3):

πljk = qljk (alj − bljQlj − pit − vljk) . (6)

Having done (5)�(6) for all k = 1, . . . , nij and having applied the neessary maxi-

mum ondition:

∂πljk
∂qljk

= 0, k = 1, nlj, (7)

we will ome to the following system:




2 1
1 2

1
1

· · · 1
1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1 1 1 · · · 2


 ∗




qlj1
qlj2
.

.

.

qljnlj


 =




1
blj

(alj − pit − vlj1)
1
blj

(alj − pit − vlj2)

.

.

.

1
blj

(
alj − pit − vljnlj

)



. (8)

The system (8) is solvable due to it has the non-singular matrix


2 1
1 2

1
1

· · · 1
1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1 1 1 · · · 2




[nlj×nlj ]

.

The unique solution is:




qlj1
qlj2
.

.

.

qljnlj


 =




nlj

nlj+1
−1

nlj+1 · · · −1
nlj+1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

−1
nlj+1

−1
nlj+1 · · · nlj

nlj+1


 ∗




1
blj

(alj − pit − vlj1)
1
blj

(alj − pit − vlj2)

.

.

.

1
blj

(
alj − pit − vljnlj

)



,

after the multipliation:




qlj1
qlj2
.

.

.

qljnlj


=




1
blj(nlj+1)

(
alj −

(
pit + nljvlj1 −

nlj∑
h=2

vljh

))

1
blj(nlj+1)



alj −



pit + nljvlj2 −

nlj∑

h = 1
h 6= 2

vljh







.

.

.

1
blj(nlj+1)

(
alj −

(
pit + nljvljnlj

−
nlj−1∑
h=1

vljh

))




. (9)
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For the node xlj the following equation holds true as well:

Qlj =

nlj∑

k=1

qljk =
nlj(alj − pit)−

∑nlj

k=1 vljk

blj (nlj + 1)
. (10)

Let us ful�ll the same analogial operations (5)�(10) for all the �nal nodes

xlj ∈ Xl.

Now let us analyze the �rm k from xl−1
j . Its revenue funtion has the following

form:

π(l−1)jk = q(l−1)jk

(
p(l−1)j − pit − v(l−1)jk

)
, k = 1, n(l−1)j , (11)

where pit : (l − 1, j) ∈ Sit .
Taking into aount that the node xl−1

j omposes a setor, then from the ondition

(2) let us have the formula:

n(l−1)j∑

k=1

q(l−1)jk = Q(l−1)j =
∑

h:(l,h)∈Sl−1
j

Qlh =

=
∑

h:(l,h)∈Sl−1
j

nlh
(
alh − p(l−1)j

)
−

nlh∑
r=1

vlhr

blh (nlh + 1)
,

from that it is possible to express the variable p(l−1)j in expliit form:

p(l−1)j = f(l−1)j

(
q(l−1)j1, . . . , q(l−1)jn(l−1)j

)
=

=

−
n(l−1)j∑
k=1

q(l−1)jk +
∑

h:(l,h)∈Sl−1
j

nlhalh−
nlh∑

r=1
vlhr

blh(nlh+1)

∑
h:(l,h)∈Sl−1

j

nlh

blh(nlh+1)

. (12)

Let us substitute (12) in the revenue formulas (11)

π(l−1)jk = q(l−1)jk

(
f(l−1)j − pit − v(l−1)jk

)
, k = 1, n(l−1)j , (13)

and let us apply the maximum ondition of neessity to the formulas (13):

∂π(l−1)jk

∂q(l−1)jk
=
(
f(l−1)j − pit − v(l−1)jk

)
+

+ q(l−1)jk
−1∑

h:(l,h)∈Sl−1
j

nlh

blh(nlh+1)

= 0, k = 1, n(l−1)j ,

or in the matrix form:
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2 1
1 2

1
1

· · · 1
1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1 1 1 · · · 2


 ∗




q(l−1)j1

q(l−1)j2

.

.

.

q(l−1)jn(l−1)j


 =

=




∑
h:(l,h)∈Sl−1

j

1
blh(nlh+1)

(
nlhalh − nlhpit − nlhv(l−1)j1 −

nlh∑
r=1

vlhr

)

∑
h:(l,h)∈Sl−1

j

1
blh(nlh+1)

(
nlhalh − nlhpit − nlhv(l−1)j2 −

nlh∑
r=1

vlhr

)

.

.

.

∑
h:(l,h)∈Sl−1

j

1
blh(nlh+1)

(
nlhalh − nlhpit − nlhv(l−1)jn(l−1)j

−
nlh∑
r=1

vlhr

)




. (14)

This system is solvable as its matrix is non-singular. As a result, (14) ould be

solved in a one-valued way in relation to the variables q(l−1)jk, k = 1, n(l−1)j :

q(l−1)jk =
1

n(l−1)j + 1




∑

h:(l.h)∈Sl−1
j

1

blh(nlh + 1)

(
nlhalh − nlhpit −

nlh∑

r=1

vlhr−

−n(l−1)jnlhv(l−1)jk + nlh

n(l−1)j∑

e = 1
e 6= k

v(l−1)je






, k = 1, n(l−1)j .

There are ould be further alulated the value of Q(l−1)j :

Q(l−1)j =

n(l−1)j∑

k=1

q(l−1)jk =
1

n(l−1)j + 1




∑

h:(l.h)∈Sl−1
j

1

blh (nlh + 1)
∗

∗
(
n(l−1)j

(
nlhalh − nlhpit −

nlh∑

r=1

vlhr

)
− nlh

n(l−1)j∑

k=1

v(l−1)jk

)]
. (15)

Let us repeat the proess (11)�(15) for all the remained nodes xl−1
i from the level

l− 1.
Then in the similar way we will analyze the nodes xit from sets Xi, i = (l − 2) ,

(l − 3) , . . . , t− 1, where t is a number of level the node x∗ is situated.
Let us proeed to the analysis of the node x∗, whih after denotation is equal to

xt1. The revenue funtion of a �rm t from this node as follows:

πt1k = qt1k


pt1 −

∑

(t,1)∋Si
h

pih − vt1k


 , k = 1, . . . , nt1 .
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From the previous step we have expliit form for the variable pt1 (denote it as

ft1(qt11, . . . , qt1nt1 , . . . ), it is easy to see that ft1 � is a linear funtion of its vari-

ables) and we an substitute it to the formula above:

πt1k = qt1k


ft1 (qt11, . . . , qt1nt1 , . . . )−

∑

(t,1)∈Si
h

pih − vt1k


 , k = 1, . . . , nt1.

As before we apply the neessary maximum ondition and solve the obtained system

in relation to variables qt1k, k = 1, nt1. Then we also alulate the integrated

quantity Qt1. Using the ondition (2) we obtain the following system of equations:

Qt1 = Qih, i, h : (t, 1) ∈ Sih,

from whih we an express variables pih, but in this ase they depend both from

quantity and from eah other.

Next, we proeed to the analysis of the nodes from Xt−1. Let us onsider the

following systems:




π(t−1)jk = q(t−1)jk

(
p(t−1)j −

∑
(t−1,j)∈Si

h

pih − v(t−1)jk

)
,

k = 1, n(t−1)j

j = 1,m(t−1).

Substituting the orresponding variable p(t−1)j by its expliit form, we apply the

neessary maximum ondition for eah system and solve the obtained systems in

relation to variables q(t−1)jk, k = 1, n(t−1)j , j = 1,mj . After that we alulate

Q(t−1)j , substitute these expressions to the expressions for p(t−1)j and solve the

system, getting p(t−1)j depending only on pries of suppliers' nodes.

Ating the same way, we move up level by level towards to the root nodes. For

these nodes the revenue funtions are:

{
π1jk = q1jk (p1j − v1jk) , k = 1, . . . , n1j ;
j = 1,m1.

As before we substitute p1j by its expliit form, obtained earlier, apply the neessary
maximum ondition and solve the system, getting solutions, whih depend only on

known parameters of the hain. Moving bak from the root nodes to the �nal ones

we will found values for all variables of quantity and pries.

4.2. The weighted Nash bargaining solution

Suppose we have a multi-level distribution supply hain G = (X,F ) with a en-

tralized model of behavior of partiipants, i.e. all partiipants in this hain join the

oalition and at entrally to ahieve a ommon goal. We will onsider the weighted

Nash funtion as the objetive funtion.

Let there is a game in the normal form, i.e. a set Γ =
〈
N, {Ul}l∈N , {Hl}l∈N

〉
,

where N = {1, 2, . . . , n} � a non-empty set of players, Ul � the set of strategies
of the player l, Hl � payo� funtion of player l, de�ned on the Cartesian produt

of sets {Ul}l∈N players' strategies Y =
∏
l∈N Yl, Hl : Y → R (Grossman, Hart,

1983).
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De�nition 7. A weighted Nash bargaining solution for the game with weights

α1, α2, . . . , αn : αi > 0 ∀i = 1, n,
∑n

i=1 αi = 1, we will all a vetor suh

y′ = (y′1, y
′
2, . . . , y

′
n) ∈ Y , whih maximize funtion:

arg max
y1, y2,..., yn

n∏

i=1

(Hi (y1, y2, . . . , yn)− θi)
αi = y′. (16)

The point θ = (θ1, . . . , θn) , where θi, i = 1, n are known parameters, is also

alled "status quo" point for the problem (16).

As a set of players, we take an ordered set of graph nodes, as a set of strategies

� a set Uij , and as the funtions of winning � pro�t funtion. The status quo point

will be the value of the pro�t funtion on the deentralized solution of the same

supply hain (denote it by π∗). Then the weighted Nash bargaining solution of this
ooperative game will be the solution of the following optimization problem:

max
qijh,pij




l∏

i=1

mi∏

j=1

nij∏

k=1

(
πijk

(
qij1, . . . , qijnij

, vij1, . . . , vijnij
, pij , pth

)
− π∗

ijk

)αijk


 .(17)

pth : (i, j) ∈ Sth;

πijk ≥ π∗
ijk, i = 1, l, j = 1,mi, k = 1, nij;

plj = alj − blj

nlj∑

k=1

qljk, j = 1,ml; (18)

nth∑

r=1

qthr =
∑

i,j:(i,j)∈St
h

nij∑

k=1

qijk, t, h : xth /∈ Xl; (19)

qijk ≥ 0, i = 1, l, j = 1,mi, k = 1, nij ;

plj ≥ 0, j = 1,mi.

where αijk � given weights, suh that:

αijk > 0, i = 1, l, j = 1,mi, k = 1, nij,

l∑

i=1

mi∑

j=1

nij∑

k=1

αijk = 1.

The existene and uniqueness of the solution are proved by the fat that the Nash

multipliation is a ontinuous onvex funtion, and the onstraints set a ompat,

hene, by the Weierstrass theorem, the maximum of the funtion exists and is

unique.

5. Competitive and ooperation behavior in GTM distribution network

This setion onsiders the ase of the Russian distribution network. Solutions for

ompetitive and ooperative behavior models are explored.
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5.1. GTM network desription

We will use �GTM� as a name of distributor and distribution network. The data for

the researh was provided by the GTM distribution ompany operating in Russia.

The ompany is presented in more than 150 ities in di�erent regions of Russia from

the North-West to the Far East. As a major player in the market, the ompany has

its own intra-organizational supply hain network inluding 8 distribution enters.

There are more than 60 sales departments with full ategory B warehouses. The

number of employees is nearly six thousand. The number of suppliers having a valid

ontrat is more than 600 by the end of 2016. Among suppliers, there are more

than 400 manufaturers. The main suppliers of the ompany are manufaturers

representing eletrial industry divided into six parts, namely: Cable prodution;

Industrial eletrial equipment; Lighting produts; Installation eletrial equipment;

Safety systems and Fasteners and Plumbing.

For the researh one distrit of distribution ompany was seleted. We limited

the network to four suppliers, whih are manufatures of industrial eletrial equip-

ment, distributor's enter and retailers, operated in Central Region of Russia. Eah

manufature (supplier) supply only one produt whih is used to form a portfolio.

Costs of eah manufature and the share of its produt in portfolio are presented

in the table 1.

Table 1. Input data for omputational results. Suppliers.

Suppliers Supplier's osts (ost prie), Rub. Share of the produt in portfolio

Supplier 1.1 5 742 0.222

Supplier 1.2 2 441 0.148

Supplier 1.3 11 399 0.444

Supplier 1.4 14 010 0.185

The table 2 shows the osts that the distributor inurs for the purhase of

produts from suppliers and the osts that the distributor inurs for the organization

of logistis.

Table 2. Input data for omputational results. Distributor.

Suppliers Distributor's osts (ost prie), Rub.

Distributor's logisti osts per

unit of portfolio

Distributor 2.1 48 778 1 340.411

In eah region, there are a ertain number of retailers. Logistis osts per unit of

prodution vary for eah retailer. For ease of omputation, we have aepted that

demand is a linear funtion. Demand funtion was onstruted for eah region based

on data from previous periods. The retailers ompete aording to the Cournot

model. The data presents in the table below.

Based on the data presented in the tables, we onstrut the struture of the

network. The model inludes sixteen nodes: four manufatures, one distribution

enter and eleven regions with ompete retailers. The struture of GTM's supply

network is presented on the Fig. 3.
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Table 3. Input data for omputational results. Retailers.

Region Retailers

Logisti osts

Demand funtion

for 1 portfolio, Rub.

3.1_Belgorod region

BelRet_.3.1.1 923

P = 59 104-0.17QBelRet_3.1.2 818

BelRet_3.1.3 263

3.2_Vladimir region

VladRet_3.2.1 947

P = 60399 − 0.02Q

VladRet_3.2.2 554

VladRet_3.2.3 1 060

VladRet_3.2.4 1 046

VladRet_3.2.5 439

VladRet_3.2.6 583

VladRet_3.2.7 647

VladRet_3.2.8 735

3.3_Voronezh region

VorRet_3.3.1 513

P = 59866 − 0.08Q
VorRet_3.3.2 820

VorRet_3.3.3 1 125

VorRet_3.3.4 671

VorRet_3.3.5 800

3.4_Kaluga region

KalRet_3.4.1 847

P = 60488 − 2.06Q
KalRet_3.4.2 794

3.5_Kursk region

KurRet_3.5.1 463

P = 64469 − 0.72QKurRet_3.5.2 278

KurRet_3.5.3 253

3.6_Lipetsk region

LipRet_3.6.1 1 265

P = 61802 − 0.38Q

LipRet_3.6.2 805

LipRet_3.6.3 739

LipRet_3.6.4 1 237

LipRet_3.6.5 521

LipRet_3.6.6 919

3.7_Orel region

OreRet_3.7.1 543

P = 61120 − 1.44Q
OreRet_3.7.2 934

3.8_Ryazan region

RyazRet_3.8.1 338

P = 61364 − 0.23Q
RyazRet_3.8.2 229

RyazRet_3.8.3 470

RyazRet_3.8.4 183

RyazRet_3.8.5 620

3.9_Tambov region

TamRet_3.9.1 201

P = 62133 − 1.90Q
TamRet_3.9.2 515

3.10_Tula region

TulRet_3.10.1 609

P = 58236 − 0.07Q
TulRet_3.10.2 652

TulRet_3.10.3 736

3.11_Yaroslavl region

YarRet_3.11.1 341

P = 61773 − 1.66QYarRet_3.11.2 607

YarRet_3.11.3 608
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Fig. 3. The GTM network struture

Soure: Authors' own

Distributor takes the goods from the supplier's warehouse, so on the supplier-

distributor branh logistis osts are inurred by distributor. Retailers inur the

logistis osts on distributor � retailer branhes. The distributor determines the

volume of produt order from the manufaturer. The distributor forms a portfolio

of suppliers ' produts and further supplies retailers only in the amount of at least

one portfolio. Partial delivery of the portfolio is not allowed. This sheme of supply

network is designed in order to provide a presene of produts of all four suppliers

in the markets.

5.2. Perfet Nash equilibrium

We present the results of ompetitive solution (the perfet Nash equilibrium) only

for one node of retailers of GTM network. The whole omputations are presented

in the Appendix. The �rst region was seleted for presenting results. We onstrut

pro�t funtions for end verties, i.e. for retailers.

π311 = q311 (p31 − p21 − 923) ;

π312 = q312 (p31 − p21 − 818) ;

π313 = q313 (p31 − p21 − 263) ;

In these funtions, we substitute expressions for market pries, using the demand

funtions, and apply the neessary maximum ondition:





58 181− 0, 17 (q311 + q312 + q313)− p21 − 0, 17 q311 = 0;
58 286− 0, 17 (q311 + q312 + q313)− p21 − 0, 17 q313 = 0;
58 841− 0, 17 (q311 + q312 + q313)− p21 − 0, 17 q313 = 0.

We solve systems with respet to quantity variables:

q311 = 84 435, 2941− 1, 4706 p21;
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q312 = 85 052, 9412− 1, 4706 p21;

q313 = 88 317, 6471− 1, 4706 p21.

Thereby, the quantity for distributor is:

q211 = Q21 = 4 660 598, 4499− 78, 4969 p21.

So, we get that:

p21 = 59 373, 0052− 0, 0127 q211. (20)

Distributor's pro�t funtion:

π211 = q211 (p21 − p11 − p12 − p13 − p14 − 1340) .

Let's put an expression in it (20):

π211 ≈ q211 (59 373− 0.0127 q211 −p11 − p12 − p13 − p14 − 1340)

and apply the neessary ondition of the maximum:

58 033, 0052− p11 − p12 − p13 − p14 − 0, 0255 q211 = 0.

from whih we get:

q211 = 2 277 706, 3057− 39, 2485 (p11 + p12 + p13 + p14) .

Using the ondition of absene of shortage and surplus, we have a ratio:

q111 = 0, 222 ∗ q211 ≈ 505 650, 7999− 8.7132 (p11 + p12 + p13 + p14) ;

q112 = 0, 148 ∗ q211 ≈ 337 100, 5333− 5, 8088 (p11 + p12 + p13 + p14) ;

q113 = 0, 444 ∗ q211 ≈ 1 011 301, 5997− 17, 4263 (p11 + p12 + p13 + p14) ;

q114 = 0, 185 ∗ q211 ≈ 421 375, 6666− 7, 261 (p11 + p12 + p13 + p14) .

From eah equality we express variables p11, p12, p13 and p14:

p11 = 58033, 0052− p12 − p13 − p14 − 0, 1148q111; (21)

p12 = 58033, 0052− p11 − p13 − p14 − 0, 1148q121;

p13 = 58033, 0052− p11 − p12 − p14 − 0, 1148q131;

p14 = 58033, 0052− p11 − p12 − p13 − 0, 1148q141.

Construt the pro�t funtions for suppliers:

π111 = q111 (p11 − 5742) ;

π121 = q121 (p21 − 2 441) ;

π131 = q131 (p31 − 11 399) ;

π141 = q141 (p14 − 14 010)
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and substitute them in (21):

π111 = q111 (58 033, 0052− p12 − p13 − p14 − 0, 1148 q111 − 5742) ;

π121 = q121 (58 033, 0052− p11 − p13 − p14 − 0, 1148 q211 − 2441) ;

π131 = q131 (58 033, 0052− p11 − p12 − p14 − 0, 1148 q211 − 11399) ;

π141 = q141 (58 033, 0052− p11 − p12 − p13 − 0, 1148 q211 − 14010) .

Apply the neessary ondition of the maximum:

52 291, 0052− p12 − p13 − p14 − 0, 2295 q111 = 0;

55 592, 0052− p11 − p13 − p14 − 0, 3443 q121 = 0;

46 634, 0052− p11 − p12 − p14 − 0, 1148 q131 = 0;

44 023, 0052− p11 − p12 − p13 − 0, 2755 q141 = 0.

Then, we solve equations with respet to quantity:

q111 = 277 809, 9205− 4, 3566 (p12 + p13 + p14) ;

q121 = 161 460, 6596− 2, 9044 (p11 + p13 + p14) ;

q131 = 406 329, 5007− 8, 7132 (p11 + p12 + p14) ;

q141 = 159 824, 7678− 3, 6305 (p11 + p12 + p13) .

Substitute the values obtained in equality (21):

p11 = 31 887, 5026− 0, 5 (p12 + p13 + p14) ;

p12 = 30 237, 0026− 0, 5 (p11 + p13 + p14) ;

p13 = 34 716, 0026− 0, 5 (p11 + p12 + p14) ;

p14 = 36 021, 5026− 0, 5 (p11 + p12 + p13) .

Solving the system, we get:

p11 ≈ 10 630, 2010;

p12 ≈ 7 329;

p13 ≈ 16 287;

p14 ≈ 18 898.

Next, �nd the values of all other variables. The obtained values of all other

variables are presented in the Table 4.

The results, presented in the table 4, show the solution of a non-ooperative game

involving network members in whih eah member of the network is assumed to

know the equilibrium strategies of the other members, and no member has anything

to gain by hanging only their own strategy. Obtained results re�et the performane

of network partiipants in ondition of ompetitive behavior. These results are used

as a status quo point for ooperative game.
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Table 4. The perfet Nash equilibrium solution

Node

Equilibrium solution

Quantity Prie Pro�t

x11 q111 ≈ 42 592 p11 ≈ 10 630 π111 ≈ 208 196 659

x12 q112 ≈ 28 394 p12 ≈ 7 329 π121 ≈ 138 797 773

x13 q113 ≈ 85 183 p13 ≈ 16 287 π131 ≈ 416 393 318

x14 q114 ≈ 35 493 p14 ≈ 18 898 π141 ≈ 173 497 216

x21 q211 ≈ 191 854 p21 ≈ 56 929 π211 ≈ 468 911 394

x31 q311 ≈ 716
p31 ≈ 57 974

π311 ≈ 87 229
q312 ≈ 1 334 π312 ≈ 302 508
q313 ≈ 4 599 π313 ≈ 3 595 120

x32

q321 ≈ 7 545

p32 ≈ 58 027

π321 ≈ 1 138 533
q322 ≈ 7 195 π322 ≈ 1 035 353
q323 ≈ 1 895 π323 ≈ 71 819
q324 ≈ 2 595 π324 ≈ 134 678
q325 ≈ 32 945 π325 ≈ 21 707 426
q326 ≈ 25 745 π326 ≈ 13 256 074
q327 ≈ 22 545 π327 ≈ 10 165 517
q328 ≈ 18 145 π328 ≈ 6 584 802

x33

q331 ≈ 7 892

p33 ≈ 58 073

π331 ≈ 4 982 523
q332 ≈ 4 054 π332 ≈ 1 315 030
q333 ≈ 242 π333 ≈ 4 680
q334 ≈ 5 917 π334 ≈ 2 800 744
q335 ≈ 4 304 π335 ≈ 1 482 205

x34

q341 ≈ 430
p34 ≈ 58 662

π341 ≈ 381 380
q342 ≈ 456 π342 ≈ 428 353

x35

q351 ≈ 2320
p35 ≈ 59 062

π351 ≈ 3 875 903
q352 ≈ 2577 π352 ≈ 4 781 901
q353 ≈ 2612 π353 ≈ 4 911 625

x36

q361 ≈ 565

p36 ≈ 58 408

π361 ≈ 121 499
q362 ≈ 1 776 π362 ≈ 1 198 554
q363 ≈ 1 950 π363 ≈ 1 444 446
q364 ≈ 639 π364 ≈ 155 227
q365 ≈ 2 523 π365 ≈ 2 419 561
q366 ≈ 1 476 π366 ≈ 827 832

x37

q371 ≈ 935
p37 ≈ 58 818

π371 ≈ 1 258 819
q372 ≈ 663 π372 ≈ 633 835

x38

q381 ≈ 3 078

p38 ≈ 57 974

π381 ≈ 2 178 481
q382 ≈ 3 552 π382 ≈ 2 901 055
q383 ≈ 2 504 π383 ≈ 1 441 749
q384 ≈ 3 752 π384 ≈ 3 236 995
q385 ≈ 1 852 π385 ≈ 788 468

x39

q391 ≈ 933
p39 ≈ 58 902

π391 ≈ 1 653 304
q392 ≈ 768 π392 ≈ 1 119 384

x310

q3101 ≈ 3 100
p310 ≈ 57 754

π3101 ≈ 672 848
q3102 ≈ 2 486 π302 ≈ 432 633
q3103 ≈ 1 286 π3103 ≈ 115 776

x311

q3111 ≈ 758
p311 ≈ 58 528

π3111 ≈ 954 904
q3112 ≈ 598 π3112 ≈ 594 034
q3113 ≈ 598 π3113 ≈ 592 838
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5.3. Weighted Nash bargaining solution

To �nd a ooperative solution, we used the MATLAB appliation pakage. We used

the extremum searh funtion of the onstraint funtion based on the method of

sequential quadrati programming, whih is an iterative method for onstrained

nonlinear optimization. It is one of the most e�etive methods for nonlinearly on-

strained optimization problems. The method generates steps by solving quadrati

subproblems; it an be used both in line searh and trust-region frameworks. Se-

quential quadrati programming is appropriate for small and large problems and it

is well suited to solving problems with signi�ant nonlinearities.

To �nd a ooperative solution, weights were assigned to eah member of the

network. Aording to the total number of verties equal to 16, the �rst node level

(suppliers) was assigned the weight of 8/16, the seond one (distributor) - 4/16, the

third one (retailers) - 4/16. The weight of eah supplier is the weight of the �rst

level nodes (8/16) multiplied by the share of its produt in the portfolio. The weight

of eah retailer is the weight of the nodes of the third level (4/16) divided by 8 (the

number of nodes at the level) and the number of retailers at the node. Retailers

have the least weight per retailer. This is beause before retailers ooperate with a

distributor, they need to ome to an agreement within the region. Thus, the weight

of eah individual retailer in ooperation with the distributor is not as important

as the weight value of the region.

Let's formulate and solve the following optimization problem:

max
qijk, pij

[

(q311 (p31 − p21 − 923) − 87 361)0.019∗ (q312 (p31 − p21 − 818) − 302 576)0.019∗

∗(q313 (p31 − p21 − 263) − 3 594 527)0.019 ∗ (q321 (p32 − p21 − 947) − 1 137 958)0.0007∗

∗(q322 (p32 − p21 − 554) − 3 915 571)0.0007 ∗ (q323 (p32 − p21 − 1 060) − 72 430)0.0007∗

∗(q324 (p32 − p21 − 1046) − 134 873)0.0007 ∗ (q325 (p32 − p21 − 439) − 21 711 969)0.0007∗

∗(q326 (p32 − p21 − 583) − 13 244 049)0.0007 ∗ (q327 (p32 − p21 − 647) − 10 166 800)0.0007∗

∗(q328 (p32 − p21 − 735) − 6 592 280)0.0007 ∗ (q331 (p33 − p21 − 513) − 4 985 510)0.0011∗

∗(q332 (p33 − p21 − 820) − 1 316 821)0.0011 ∗ (q333 (p33 − p21 − 1 125) − 4 603)0.0011∗

∗(q334 (p33 − p21 − 671) − 2 801 497)0.0011 ∗ (q335 (p33 − p21 − 800) − 1 480 311)0.0011∗

∗(q341 (p34 − p21 − 847) − 381 524)0.0028 ∗ (q342 (p34 − p21 − 794) − 428 195)0.0028∗

∗(q351 (p35 − p21 − 463) − 3 875 142)0.0019 ∗ (q35 (p35 − p21 − 278) − 4 780 888)0.0019∗

∗(q353 (p35 − p21 − 253) − 4 910 880)0.0019 ∗ (q361 (p36 − p21 − 1 265) − 121 471)0.0009∗

∗(q362 (p36 − p21 − 805) − 1 198 779)0.0009 ∗ (q363 (p36 − p21 − 739) − 1 444 701)0.0009∗

∗(q364 (p36 − p21 − 1 237) − 155 266)0.0009 ∗ (q365 (p36 − p21 − 521) − 2 419 493)0.0009∗

∗(q366 (p36 − p21 − 919) − 828 314)0.0009 ∗ (q371 (p37 − p21 − 543) − 1 259 126)0.0028∗

∗(q372 (p37 − p21 − 934) − 633 835)0.0028 ∗ (q381 (p38 − p21 − 338) − 2 177 757)0.0011∗

∗(q382 (p38 − p21 − 229) − 2 899 771)0.0011 ∗ (q383 (p38 − p21 − 470) − 1 442 984)0.0011∗

∗(q384 (p38 − p21 − 183) − 3 236 514)0.0011 ∗ (q385 (p38 − p21 − 620) − 789 291)0.0011∗

∗(q391 (p39 − p21 − 201) − 1 653 011)0.0028 ∗ (q392 (p39 − p21 − 515) − 1 119 008)0.0028∗

∗(q3101 (p310 − p21 − 609) − 673 995)0.0019 ∗ (q3102 (p310 − p21 − 652) − 433 140)0.0019∗

∗(q3103 (p310 − p21 − 736) − 115 445)0.0019 ∗ (q3111 (p311 − p21 − 341) − 954 613)0.0019∗
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∗(q3112 (p311 − p21 − 607) − 594 287)0.0019 ∗ (q3113 (p311 − p21 − 608) − 592 804)0.0019∗

∗(q211 (p21 − p11 − p12 − p13 − p14 − 1 340) − 4 688 322 609)0.25∗

∗(q111 (p11 − 5 742) − 208 187 438)0.1526 ∗ (q121 (p12 − 2 441) − 138 792 459)0.1017∗

∗(q131 (p13 − 11 399) − 416 350 845)0.3053 ∗ (q141 (p14 − 14 010) − 173 503 931)0.1272 ];

p31 = 59 104− 0, 17Q31; p35 = 64 469− 0, 72Q35; p39 = 62 133− 1, 9Q39;

p32 = 60 399− 0, 02Q32; p36 = 61 802− 0, 38Q36; p310 = 58 236− 0, 07Q310;

p33 = 59 866− 0, 08Q33; p37 = 61 120− 1, 44Q37; p311 = 61 773− 1, 66Q311;

p34 = 60 488− 2, 06Q34; p38 = 61 364− 0, 23Q38;

Q31 + · · ·+Q311 = Q21;

Q11 = 0, 222Q21; Q13 = 0, 444Q21

Q12 = 0, 148Q21; Q14 = 0, 185Q21;

qijk ≥ 0, pij ≥ 0.

Values of variables and pro�ts of all �rms are given in the Table 5.

Table 5. The weighted Nash bargaining solution

Node

Equilibrium solution

Quantity Prie Pro�t

x11 q111 ≈ 47 794 p11 ≈ 10 158 π111 ≈ 211 069 495
x12 q112 ≈ 31 863 p12 ≈ 6 853 π121 ≈ 140 580 514
x13 q113 ≈ 95 588 p13 ≈ 16 268 π131 ≈ 465 388 411
x14 q114 ≈ 39 828 p14 ≈ 18 654 π141 ≈ 184 974 523
x21 q211 ≈ 215 288 p21 ≈ 56 487 π211 ≈ 468 322 609
x31 q311 ≈ 672

p31 ≈ 57 837
π311 ≈ 287 401

q312 ≈ 1 412 π312 ≈ 751 483
q313 ≈ 5 369 π313 ≈ 5 836 947

x32

q321 ≈ 9 125

p32 ≈ 57 574

π321 ≈ 1 275 419
q322 ≈ 8 717 π322 ≈ 4 647 429
q323 ≈ 2 674 π323 ≈ 72 681
q324 ≈ 3 443 π324 ≈ 140 907
q325 ≈ 38 646 π325 ≈ 25 042 313
q326 ≈ 30 460 π326 ≈ 15 333 081
q327 ≈ 26 690 π327 ≈ 11 741 319
q328 ≈ 21 520 π328 ≈ 7 580 734

x33

q331 ≈ 9 450

p33 ≈ 57 708

π331 ≈ 6 699 543
q332 ≈ 5 874 π332 ≈ 1 958 995
q333 ≈ 390 π333 ≈ 37 520
q334 ≈ 7 089 π334 ≈ 3 903 870
q335 ≈ 5 170 π335 ≈ 2 177 095
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x34
q341 ≈ 316

p34 ≈ 59 099
π341 ≈ 558 523

q342 ≈ 358 π342 ≈ 650 770

x35

q351 ≈ 1033
p35 ≈ 61 795

π351 ≈ 5 003 330
q352 ≈ 1321 π352 ≈ 6 645 457
q353 ≈ 1360 π353 ≈ 6 876 004

x36

q361 ≈ 108

p36 ≈ 59 345

π361 ≈ 172 321
q362 ≈ 1 386 π362 ≈ 2 845 741
q363 ≈ 1 581 π363 ≈ 3 351 998
q364 ≈ 115 π364 ≈ 185 716
q365 ≈ 2 228 π365 ≈ 5 207 520
q366 ≈ 1 048 π366 ≈ 2 032 443

x37
q371 ≈ 810

p37 ≈ 59 107
π371 ≈ 1 681 812

q372 ≈ 588 π372 ≈ 992 292

x38

q381 ≈ 3 153

p38 ≈ 57 911

π381 ≈ 3 425 495
q382 ≈ 3 709 π382 ≈ 4 433 475
q383 ≈ 2 482 π383 ≈ 2 370 941
q384 ≈ 3 944 π384 ≈ 4 897 086
q385 ≈ 1 723 π385 ≈ 1 387 695

x39
q391 ≈ 1 115

p39 ≈ 58 212
π391 ≈ 1 698 889

q392 ≈ 949 π392 ≈ 1 147 671

x310

q3101 ≈ 3 971
p310 ≈ 57 608

π3101 ≈ 2 037 296
q3102 ≈ 3 225 π3102 ≈ 1 515 255
q3103 ≈ 1 771 π3103 ≈ 682 368

x311

q3111 ≈ 480
p311 ≈ 59 625

π3111 ≈ 1 343 314
q3112 ≈ 407 π3112 ≈ 1 030 373
q3113 ≈ 407 π3113 ≈ 1 029 138

The results of the weighted Nash bargaining solution presented in the table 5 re�et

the possible performane of all partiipants in the ooperative behavior. For eah

of the network partiipants the value of pro�t in terms of ooperation is alulated.

The prie is set for the region in whih the ooperation of retailers is arried out. For

eah of the retailers, the sales volume is alulated in terms of ooperation behavior

maximizing their pro�ts. To �nd a ooperative solution that will inrease the pro�t

of eah partiipant relative to the equilibrium, the Nash equilibrium solution is taken

as the status quo point. Thus, the network partiipants get pro�t better or at least

not worse than in the equilibrium solution. This statement is well illustrated by the

presented results. Table 5 shows that eah of the network partiipants, inluding the

manufaturer and distributor, and not just retailers, gained a pro�t value higher or

at least not worse than in equilibrium.

6. Comparative analysis of ompetitive and ooperative behavior

In this study, we onsidered the perfet Nash equilibrium solution as ompetitive

behavior and the weighted Nash bargaining solution as a ooperative solution. To

�nd a ooperative solution, the Nash equilibrium solution was taken as the status

quo point.
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The Nash equilibrium solution re�ets the results of the deision of a non-ooperative

game involving in whih eah player is assumed to know the equilibrium strategies

of the other players, and no player has anything to gain by hanging only their own

strategy. Aording to this the algorithm for foundation the optimal solution, whih

in terms of game theory is Nash equilibrium in a multistep hierarhial game with

omplete information on a graph G with an hourglasses struture was provided.

At the �rst step of the researh, the perfet Nash equilibrium solution was found as

a ompetitive behavior of partiipants within the network. In order to improve the

results of the Nash equilibrium solution, i.e. to inrease the pro�t of eah partiipant

in the hain, ooperation is neessary. In general, ooperation allows ahieving better

results from interation, than in the ase where ompanies operate independently.

To �nd a ooperative solution that will inrease the pro�t of eah partiipant relative

to the equilibrium we inluded all partiipant in oalition and the Nash equilibrium

solution was taken as the status quo point. Thus, the network partiipants get pro�t

better or at least not worse than in the equilibrium solution.

Sine retailers are working in the region markets, the solution was found for eah

region separately. The omparative analysis of retailers' pro�ts for eah region is

presented in the table 6.

Table 6. The omparative analysis of retailers' pro�ts for ompetitive and ooperative

behavior

Regions (nodes)

The pro�t of retailers The pro�t of retailers The deviation of

obtained in ase of obtained in ase of ooperative solu-

ompetitive behavior ooperative behavior tion from ompeti-

tive solution

3.1_Belgorod region 3 984 464 6 875 831 72.6%

3.2_Vladimir region 56 975 930 65 833 884 15.5%

3.3_Voronezh region 10 589 442 14 777 023 39.5%

3.4_Kaluga region 809 719 1 209 308 49.3%

3.5_Kursk region 13 566 910 18 524 790 36.5%

3.6_Lipetsk region 6 168 024 13 795 648 123.7%

3.7_Orel region 1 892 961 2 674 104 41.3%

3.8_Ryazan region 10 546 316 16 514 692 56.6%

3.9_Tambov region 2 772 019 2 846 560 2.7%

3.10_Tula region 1 222 580 4 234 919 246.4%

3.11_Yaroslavl region 2 141 704 3 402 825 58.9%

Total 110 670 069 150 689 584 36.2%

The obtained results show that eah of the network retailers gained a pro�t value

higher or at least not worse than in equilibrium. At the same time, we see that the

obtained results do not deviate from the equilibrium solution so muh as to talk

about their unattainability. For instane, the pro�t of all retailers of Belgorod region

inreased by 72.6%. For Ryazan region the retailers' pro�t in ase of ooperative

solution inreased by 56.6%. At the same time the results of ooperative solution

in Tambov region is higher than the results of ompetitive solution only by 2.7%.

It is the worse result however it is still better than the results obtained in ondition

of ompetitive behavior. The only minus of suh results is that the motivation for
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ooperation of Tambov retailers will be low for e�etive and stable relationships.

The total pro�t of all retailers in the network is higher for ooperative solution by

36.2% that an be onsidered as a motivation fator for all retailers to ooperate

and maintain stable relationships within the network.

The sale prie of the portfolio in the market is also set for the region. As retailers

ompete aording to Cournot model, the optimal quantity for eah retailer in the

region was found. The omparative analysis of obtained prie and quantities for

ompetitive and ooperative behaviors is presented in table 7 and table 8.

Table 7. The omparative analysis of retailers' volumes for ompetitive and ooperative

behavior

Regions (nodes)

The quantity of The quantity of The deviation of

retailers obtained retailers obtained ooperative solu-

in ase of ompeti- in ase of oopera- tion from ompeti-

tive behavior tive behavior tive solution

3.1_Belgorod region 6 649 7 454 12.1%

3.2_Vladimir region 118 610 141 274 19.1%

3.3_Voronezh region 22 409 26 973 20.4%

3.4_Kaluga region 886 674 -23.9%

3.5_Kursk region 7 509 3 714 -50.5%

3.6_Lipetsk region 8 930 6 465 -27.6%

3.7_Orel region 1 598 1 398 -12.5%

3.8_Ryazan region 14 736 15 011 1.9%

3.9_Tambov region 1 700 2 064 21.4%

3.10_Tula region 6 872 8 967 30.5%

3.11_Yaroslavl region 1 954 1 294 -33.8%

Total 191 854 215 288 12.2%

Table 8. The omparative analysis of retailers' pries for ompetitive and ooperative

behavior

Regions (nodes)

The prie of The prie of The deviation of

retailers obtained retailers obtained ooperative solu-

in ase of ompeti- in ase of oopera- tion from ompeti-

tive behavior tive behavior tive solution

3.1_Belgorod region 57 974 57 837 -0.2%

3.2_Vladimir region 58 027 57 574 -0.8%

3.3_Voronezh region 58 073 57 708 -0.6%

3.4_Kaluga region 58 662 59 099 0.7%

3.5_Kursk region 59 062 61 795 4.6%

3.6_Lipetsk region 58 409 59 345 1.6%

3.7_Orel region 58 818 59 107 0.5%

3.8_Ryazan region 57 975 57 911 -0.1%

3.9_Tambov region 58 902 58 212 -1.2%

3.10_Tula region 57 755 57 608 -0.3%

3.11_Yaroslavl region 58 529 59 625 1.9%
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As an be seen from table 8, the prie remained unhanged in all regions. De-

viations for all regions are minor. The inrease in e�ieny was mainly due to the

redistribution of volume between the network partiipants in suh a way that the

total osts were minimal and with a slight inrease in volume (by 12%), the growth

of total pro�t was signi�ant.

The optimal prie and quantity were found for distributor and then � for eah

supplier. Thus, we understand that the pro�t gained from the equilibrium solution

is better result or at least not worse for eah of the partiipants of the presented

hain than in the onditions of ompetition.

The obtained results for suppliers and distributor are presented in the table 9 and

table 10 respetively. The result re�ets only the deviation in pro�ts for ompetitive

and ooperative solutions. This is due to the fat that demand is formed in the �nal

nodes, i.e. retailers. The distributor forming a portfolio provides only distribution

of volumes between retailers, without a�eting the total demand.

Table 9. The omparative analysis of ompetitive and ooperative behavior of suppliers

Suppliers

The supplier's The supplier's The deviation of

pro�t obtained in pro�t obtained in ooperative solu-

ase of ompeti- ase of oopera- tion from ompeti-

tive behavior tive behavior tive solution

Supplier_1.1 208 187 437 211 069 495 1.4%

Supplier_1.2 138 792 459 140 580 514 1.3%

Supplier_1.3 416 350 844 465 388 410 11.8%

Supplier_1.4 173 503 931 184 974 523 6.6%

Table 10. The omparative analysis of ompetitive and ooperative behavior of distributor

Distributor

The distributor's The distributor's The deviation of

pro�t obtained in pro�t obtained in ooperative solu-

ase of ompeti- ase of oopera- tion from ompeti-

tive behavior tive behavior tive solution

Distributor_2.1 184 974 523 468 832 610 147.5%

The results presented in table 9 show that a ooperative solution is better than

a ompetitive solution for only two suppliers. For the other two suppliers, the o-

operative solution, we an say, is no worse than the Nash equilibrium. In general,

all suppliers bene�t from ooperative behavior, however, the motivation for oop-

eration of the latter two suppliers will be higher. This means that in the proess

of oalition formation, these suppliers are more likely to take a positive deision

to join the oalition while the other two suppliers will take a neutral position. Ta-

ble 10 learly shows that the distributor bene�ts signi�antly from ooperation. Its

pro�t in terms of ooperative behavior is growing by 47.5%. With a slight hange in

prie, the total number of purhased and sold produts in the ooperative solution

inreased by 12%, but the greatest e�et was given by hanges in the distribution

of produts between retailers.
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7. Conlusion and limitations of the researh

The researh has two main results. First, we onstrut the perfet Nash equilibrium

for suh supply network as the ompetitive solution in the multi-step hierarhial

game in losed form. Seond, we onstrut a ooperative behavior for the network

and found the unique weighted Nash bargaining solution with the perfet Nash

equilibrium as a point of the status quo. The weighted Nash bargaining solution

omes down to the solution of a separable nonlinear programming problem with

onave payo� funtion.

The obtained results show that ooperative behavior is more pro�table than

ompetitive one for all partiipants. The supply hain pro�t in onditions of oop-

erative behavior is higher than the pro�t in onditions of ompetitive behavior by

31.57%. The distributor has the greatest inrease in pro�t in terms of ooperative

behavior. It means that distributor is motivated for organization of ooperation

most. In the network onsidered in this study, the distributor has one of the most

important roles. The distributor has relationships with suppliers, retailers, and ats

as a foal ompany of the network. The total pro�t of all retailers in the network

is higher for ooperative solution by 36.2%. It means that most of retailers are mo-

tivated to ooperate with distributor. At the same time, the total of suppliers is

higher for ooperative behavior only by 6.96%. On the one hand, it an be on-

sidered that suppliers are not motivated enough for ooperation, but on the other

hand if suppliers refuse to join a oalition, the distributor may revise the portfolio.

In this ase, suppliers who have not joined the oalition may not only make a pro�t

worse than in ase of equilibrium, but even lower.

Therefore, we onsidered the network in two behavior models: ompetitive be-

havior and ooperative behavior. The results show that all members of supply net-

work are motivated for oalition formation. This result is important for several

reasons. First, it on�rms that ooperation in supply networks gets better results

for eah member of the network and for the whole network. Seond, it shows quite

learly that in distribution networks the organization of ooperation in the network

is the responsibility of the distributor as a foal ompany, beause the distributor

has a greater motivation and greater weight than, for instane, retailers with sim-

ilar motivation. Moreover, the obtained results are essential for future researh in

supply networks and researh in oalition formation problem.

This study has some limitations, whih are imposed on the one hand by the

researh methods used, on the other hand � the study model. The �rst one is that the

prie of produts within the region is the same for all retailers. This situation is often

typial for hain stores of one ompany. However, in onditions of high ompetition,

suh situation an be observed. Another limitation of the study is the assumption

that the demand funtion is linear. This assumption is made for ease of alulation

and display of the results of the study. To alulate demand funtions in eah region

were used the data about sales of previous periods. The next limitation of the study

is that one produt is seleted. In our ase, this produt is the portfolio that is

formed by distributor. This limitation is related to the hosen method of �nding the

solution. On the one hand, this limitation makes it possible to draw onlusions only

within one produt network, on the other hand, we understand that the distributor,

having a signi�ant weight in the network, an form a ertain assortment matrix

(portfolio) for interation with retailers. In this ase, onsideration of multi-produt

networks beomes possible.
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As a diretion for future researh, the oalition formation problem an be onsid-

ered. To �nd the ooperative solution we inluded all partiipant of supply network

in oalition. The results of a ooperative solution are better than the results of a

deentralized solution, in that ase, the question with whih of the partiipants of

the oalition will be the most pro�table arises.

Appendix

The omputations of the perfet Nash equilibrium for GTM network

We onstrut pro�t funtions for end verties, i.e. for retailers.

π311 = q311 (p31 − p21 − 923) ;
π312 = q312 (p31 − p21 − 818) ;
π313 = q313 (p31 − p21 − 263) ;
π321 = q321 (p32 − p21 − 947) ;
π322 = q322 (p32 − p21 − 554) ;
π323 = q323 (p32 − p21 − 1 060) ;
π324 = q324 (p32 − p21 − 1 046) ;
π325 = q325 (p32 − p21 − 439) ;
π326 = q326 (p32 − p21 − 583) ;
π327 = q327 (p32 − p21 − 647) ;
π328 = q328 (p32 − p21 − 735) ;

π331 = q331 (p33 − p21 − 513) ;
π332 = q332 (p33 − p21 − 820) ;
π333 = q333 (p33 − p21 − 1 125) ;
π334 = q334 (p33 − p21 − 671) ;
π335 = q335 (p33 − p21 − 800) ;

π341 = q341 (p34 − p21 − 847) ;
π342 = q342 (p34 − p21 − 794) ;

π351 = q351 (p35 − p21 − 463) ;
π352 = q35 (p35 − p21 − 278) ;
π353 = q353 (p35 − p21 − 253) ;

π361 = q361 (p36 − p21 − 1 265) ;
π362 = q362 (p36 − p21 − 805) ;
π363 = q36 (p36 − p21 − 739) ;
π364 = q364 (p36 − p21 − 1 237) ;
π365 = q365 (p36 − p21 − 521) ;
π366 = q366 (p36 − p21 − 919) ;

π371 = q371 (p37 − p21 − 543) ;
π372 = q372 (p37 − p21 − 934) ;

π381 = q381 (p38 − p21 − 338) ;
π382 = q382 (p38 − p21 − 229) ;
π383 = q383 (p38 − p21 − 470) ;
π384 = q384 (p38 − p21 − 183) ;
π385 = q385 (p38 − p21 − 620) ;

π391 = q391 (p39 − p21 − 201) ;
π392 = q392 (p39 − p21 − 515) ;

π3101 = q3101 (p310 − p21 − 609) ;
π3102 = q3102 (p310 − p21 − 652) ;
π3103 = q3103 (p310 − p21 − 736) ;

π3111 = q3111 (p311 − p21 − 341) ;
π3112 = q3112 (p311 − p21 − 607) ;
π3113 = q3113 (p311 − p21 − 608) .

In these funtions, we substitute expressions for market pries, using the demand

funtions, and apply the neessary maximum ondition:





58 181− 0, 17 (q311 + q312 + q313)− p21 − 0, 17q311 = 0;
58 286− 0, 17 (q311 + q312 + q313)− p21 − 0, 17 q313 = 0;
58 841− 0, 17 (q311 + q312 + q313)− p21 − 0, 17 q313 = 0;
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59 452− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q321 = 0;
59 445− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q322 = 0;

59 339− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q323 = 0;
59 353− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q324 = 0;
59 960− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q325 = 0;
59 816− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q326 = 0;
59 752− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q327 = 0;
59 664− 0, 02 (q321 + · · ·+ q328)− p21 − 0, 02 q328 = 0;





59 353− 0, 08 (q331 + q332 + q333 + q334 + q335)− p21 − 0, 08 q331 = 0;
59 046− 0, 08 (q331 + q332 + q333 + q334 + q335)− p21 − 0, 08 q332 = 0;
58 741− 0, 08 (q331 + q332 + q333 + q334 + q335)− p21 − 0, 08 q333 = 0;
59 195− 0, 08 (q331 + q332 + q333 + q334 + q335)− p21 − 0, 08 q334 = 0;
59 066− 0, 08 (q331 + q332 + q333 + q334 + q335)− p21 − 0, 08 q335 = 0;

{
59 641− 2, 06 (q341 + q342)− p21 − 2, 06 q341 = 0;
59 694− 2, 06 (q341 + q342)− p21 − 2, 06 q342 = 0;





64 006− 0, 72 (q351 + q352 + q353)− p21 − 0, 72 q351 = 0;
64 191− 0, 72 (q351 + q352 + q353)− p21 − 0, 72 q352 = 0;
64 216− 0, 72 (q351 + q352 + q353)− p21 − 0, 72 q353 = 0;





60 537− 0, 38 (q361 + q362 + q363 + q364 + q365 + q366)− p21 − 0, 38 q361 = 0;
60 997− 0, 38 (q361 + q362 + q363 + q364 + q365 + q366)− p21 − 0, 38 q362 = 0;
61 063− 0, 38 (q361 + q362 + q363 + q364 + q365 + q366)− p21 − 0, 38 q363 = 0;
60 565− 0, 38 (q361 + q362 + q363 + q364 + q365 + q366)− p21 − 0, 38 q364 = 0;
61 281− 0, 38 (q361 + q362 + q363 + q364 + q365 + q366)− p21 − 0, 38 q365 = 0;
60 883− 0, 38 (q361 + q362 + q363 + q364 + q365 + q366)− p21 − 0, 38 q366 = 0;

{
60 577− 1, 44 (q371 + q372)− p21 − 1, 44 q371 = 0;
60 186− 1, 44 (q371 + q372)− p21 − 1, 44 q372 = 0;





61 026− 0, 23 (q381 + q382 + q383 + q384 + q385)− p21 − 0, 23 q381 = 0;
61 135− 0, 23 (q381 + q382 + q383 + q384 + q385)− p21 − 0, 23 q382 = 0;
60 894− 0, 23 (q381 + q382 + q383 + q384 + q385)− p21 − 0, 23 q383 = 0;
61 181− 0, 23 (q381 + q382 + q383 + q384 + q385)− p21 − 0, 23 q384 = 0;
60 744− 0, 23 (q381 + q382 + q383 + q384 + q385)− p21 − 0, 23 q385 = 0;

{
61 932− 1, 9 (q391 + q392)− p21 − 1, 9 q391 = 0;
61 618− 1, 9 (q391 + q392)− p21 − 1, 9 q392 = 0;





57 627− 0, 07 (q3101 + q3102 + q3103)− p21 − 0, 07 q3101 = 0;
57 584− 0, 07 (q3101 + q3102 + q3103)− p21 − 0, 07 q3102 = 0;
57 500− 0, 07 (q3101 + q3102 + q3103)− p21 − 0, 07 q3103 = 0;





61 432− 1, 66 (q3111 + q3112 + q3113)− p21 − 1, 66 q3111 = 0;
61 166− 1, 66 (q3111 + q3112 + q3113)− p21 − 1, 66 q3112 = 0;
61 165− 1, 66 (q3111 + q3112 + q3113)− p21 − 1, 66 q3113 = 0.
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We solve systems with respet to quantity variables:

q311 = 83 435, 2941− 1, 4706 p21;

q312 = 85 052, 9412− 1, 4706 p21;

q313 = 88 317, 6471− 1, 4706 p21;

q321 = 323 816, 3334− 5, 5556 p21;

q322 = 323 466, 6667− 5, 5556 p21;

q323 = 318 166, 6667− 5, 5556 p21;

q324 = 318 866, 667− 5, 5556 p21;

q325 = 349 216, 6667− 5, 5556 p21;

q326 = 342 016, 6667− 5, 5556 p21;

q327 = 338 816, 6667− 5, 5556 p21;

q328 = 334 416, 6667− 5, 5556 p21;

q331 = 126 493, 75− 2, 0833 p21;

q332 = 122 656, 25− 2, 0833 p21;

q333 = 118 843, 75− 2, 0833 p21;

q334 = 124 518, 75− 2, 0833 p21;

q335 = 122 906, 25− 2, 0833 p21;

q341 = 9 642, 0712− 0, 1618 p21;

q342 = 9 667, 7994− 0, 1618 p21;

q351 = 22 087, 1528− 0, 3472 p21;

q352 = 22 344, 0972− 0, 3472 p21;

q353 = 22 378, 8194− 0, 3472 p21;

q361 = 21 967, 2932− 0, 3759 p21;

q362 = 23 177, 8196− 0, 3759 p21;

q363 = 23 351, 5038− 0, 3759 p21;

q364 = 22 040, 9774− 0, 3759 p21;

q365 = 23 925, 1880− 0, 3759 p21;

q366 = 22 877, 8196− 0, 3759 p21;

q371 = 14 112, 963− 0, 2315 p21;
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q372 = 13 841, 4352− 0, 2315 p21;

q381 = 44 330, 4348− 0, 7246 p21;

q382 = 44 804, 3478− 0, 7246 p21;

q383 = 43 756, 5217− 0, 7246 p21;

q384 = 45 004, 3478− 0, 7246 p21;

q385 = 43 104, 3478− 0, 7246 p21;

q391 = 10 920, 3509− 0, 1754 p21;

q392 = 10 755, 0877− 0, 1754 p21;

q3101 = 206 417, 8571− 3, 5714 p21;

q3102 = 205 803, 5714− 3, 5714 p21;

q3103 = 204 603, 5714− 3, 5714 p21;

q3111 = 9 332, 0783− 0, 1506 p21;

q3112 = 9 171, 8374− 0, 1506 p21;

q3111 = 9 171, 2349− 0, 1506 p21.
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